Nowadays, billions of videos are online ready to be viewed and shared. Among an enormous volume of videos, some popular ones are widely viewed by online users while the majority attract little attention. Furthermore, within each video, different segments may attract significantly different numbers of views. This phenomenon leads to a challenging yet important problem, namely fine-grained video attractiveness prediction, which only relies on video contents to forecast video attractiveness at fine-grained levels, specifically video segments of several second length in this paper. However, one major obstacle for such a challenging problem is that no suitable benchmark dataset currently exists. To this end, we construct the first fine-grained video attractiveness dataset (FVAD), which is collected from one of the most popular video websites in the world. In total, the constructed FVAD consists of 1, 019 drama episodes with 780.6 hours covering different categories and a wide variety of video contents. Apart from the large amount of videos, hundreds of millions of user behaviors during watching videos are also included, such as "view counts", "fast-forward", "fast-rewind', and so on, where "view counts" reflects the video attractiveness while other engagements capture the interactions between the viewers and videos. First, we demonstrate that video attractiveness and different engagements present different relationships. Second, FVAD provides us an opportunity to study the fine-grained video attractiveness prediction problem. We design different sequential models to perform video attractiveness prediction by relying solely on video contents. The sequential models exploit the multimodal relationships between visual and audio components of the video contents at different levels. Experimental results demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed sequential models with different visual and audio representations, the necessity of incorporating the two modalities, and the complementary behaviors of the sequential prediction models at different levels.
INTRODUCTION
Today, digital videos are booming on the Internet. It is stated that traffic from online videos will constitute over 80% of all consumer Internet traffic by 2020 1 . Meanwhile, due to the advance of mobile devices, millions of new videos are streaming into the Web everyday. Interestingly, among an enormous volume of videos, only a small number of them are attractive to draw a great number of viewers, while the majority receive little attention. Even within the same video, different segments present different attractiveness to the audiences with a large variance. A video or segment is considered attractive if it gains a high view count based on the statistics gathered on a large number of users. The larger the view count is, the more attractive the corresponding video or segment is. The view count directly reflects general viewers' preferences, which are thus regarded as the sole indicator of the video attractiveness within the scope of this paper. Considering one episode from a hot TV series, as an example in Fig 1 (a) , the orange line indicates the view counts (attractiveness) for the short video segments, which are crawled from one of the most popular video websites. As can be seen, video attractiveness varies greatly over different video segments, where the maximum view count is more than twice of the minimum value.
Predicting the attractiveness of video segments in advance can benefit many applications, such as online marketing [3] and video recommendation [4] . Regarding online marketing, accurate early attractiveness prediction of video segments can facilitate optimal planning of advertising campaigns and thus maximize the revenues. For video recommender systems, the proposed method provides an opportunity to recommend video segments based on their attractiveness scores.
However, predicting the video attractiveness is a very challenging task. First, the attractiveness of a video can be influenced by many external factors, such as the time that the video is posted The main reason is that the contents of different video segments are of great diversity, with different visual information (e.g., peaceful scenery vs. fierce battle) and different audio information (e.g., soft background music vs. meaningful conversations). Such visual and audio contents together greatly influence the video attractiveness. Note that the purple line predicted based on both the visual and audio data using our proposed model in Sec. 4 can well track the trends of the ground-truth video attractiveness.
online, the advertisement intensity in the video, and so on. For the same category of videos, the more timely a video is delivered, the more views it will receive. Second, video attractiveness is also content-sensitive as shown in Fig. 1 . Therefore, in order to make reliable predictions of video attractiveness, both visual and audio contents need to be analyzed. Several existing works [13, 26, 27, 38] have explored video interestingness or popularity. [13, 38] aimed at comparing the interestingness of two videos, while [26] relied on the historical information given by early popularity measurements. One problem is that the existing models only work on the videolevel attractiveness prediction, while the fine-grained segment-level attractiveness prediction remains an open question without any attention. Another challenging problem is the lacking of large-scale real-world data. Recently released video datasets mostly focus on video content understanding, such as classification and captioning, specifically Sports-1M [15] , YouTube-8M [1] , ActivityNet [9] , UCF-101 [30] , FCVID [14] , and TGIF [19] . These datasets do not incorporate any labels related to video attractiveness. In order to build reliable video attractiveness prediction systems, accurately labeled datasets are required. However, the existing video datasets for interestingness prediction [13, 28] are annotated by crowdsourcing. Such annotations only reflect the subjective opinions of a small number of viewers. Thus it cannot indicate the true attractiveness of the video sequence or segment.
In order to tackle the fine-grained video attractiveness prediction problem, we construct the Fine-grained Video Attractiveness Dataset (FVAD), a new large-scale video benchmark for video attractiveness prediction. We collect the popular videos from one of the most popular video websites, which possesses thousands of millions of registered users. To date, FVAD contains 1,019 video episodes of 780.6 hours long in total, covering different categories and a wide variety of video contents. Moreover, the user engagements associated with each video are also included. Besides the view counts (attractiveness), there are other 9 types of engagement indicators associated with a video sequence to record the interactions between the viewers and videos, as illustrated in Fig. 3 . We summarize our contributions as follows:
• We build the largest real-world dataset FVAD for dealing with the task of fine-grained video attractiveness prediction.
The video sequences and their associated "labels" in the form of view count, as well as the viewers' engagements with videos are provided. The relationships between video attractiveness and engagements are examined and studied.
• Several sequential models for exploiting the relationships between visual and audio components for fine-grained video attractiveness prediction are proposed. Experimental results demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed models and the necessity of jointly considering both the visual and audio modalities.
RELATED WORK 2.1 Video Datasets
Video datasets have played a critical role in advancing computer vision algorithms for video understanding. Several well labeled small-scale datasets, such as XM2VTS [23] , KTH [18] , Hollywood-2 [22] , Weizmann [2] , UCF101 [30] , THUMOS'15 [12] , HMDB [17] , and ActivityNet [9] , provide benchmarks for face recognition [21] , human action recognition [11] and activity understanding. There are also other video datasets focusing on visual content recognition, video captioning, and so on, such as FCVID [14] and TGIF [19] . In order to make a full exploitation on the video content understanding, super large video datasets have been recently constructed. Sports-1M [15] is a dataset for sports video classification with 1 million videos. YFCC'14 [35] is a large multimedia dataset including about 0.8 million videos. The recent YouTube-8M [1] is so far the largest dataset for multi-label video classification, consisting of about 8 million videos. However, it is prohibitively expensive and time consuming to obtain a massive amount of well-labeled data. Therefore, these datasets inevitably introduce label noise when the labels are produced automatically. The most important thing is that all these datasets focus on understanding video contents, without touching on the video attractiveness task. MediaEval [28] is the only known public dataset, which is closely related to our work. It is used for predicting the interesting frames in movie trailers. However, MediaEval is a small dataset that only consists of 52 trailers for training and 26 trailers for testing. In addition, the interesting frames in MediaEval are labeled by a small number of subjects, which is not consistent with the real-life situation of massive diverse audiences. 
Video Attractiveness Prediction
A thread of work for predicting video interestingness or popularity is related to our proposed video attractiveness prediction. In [20] , where Flickr images are used to measure the interestingness of video frames. Flickr images were assumed to be mostly interesting compared with many video frames since the former are generally well-composed and selected for sharing. A video frame is considered interesting if it matches (using image local features) with a large number of Flickr images. In [38] , after extracting and combining the static and temporal features using kernel tricks, a relative score is predicted to determine which video is more interesting than the other using ranking SVM given a pair of videos. In [13] , two datasets are collected based on interestingness ranking from Flickr and YouTube, and the interestingness of a video is predicted in the same way as [38] . In [26] , the historical information given by early popularity measurements is used for video popularity prediction. A Hawkes intensity process is proposed to explain the complex popularity history of each video according to its type of content, network of diffusion, and sensitive to promotion [27] . Different from [13, 20, 38] , video contents are not explicitly used for video popularity prediction [26, 27] . Our work is fundamentally different from the previous works. First, large-scale real-world user behaviors on one of the most popular video websites, are crawled to construct the proposed FVAD. Second,we aim to predict the fine-grained actual video attractiveness (view counts), compared with the video-level interestingness [13, 20, 38] and popularity [26, 27] . Third, we develop different sequential multimodal models to jointly learn the relationships between visual and audio components for the video attractiveness prediction. To the best of our knowledge, there is no existing work to handle and study the fine-grained video attractiveness prediction problem.
FVAD CONSTRUCTION
This section elaborates on the FVAD dataset construction, covering the video collecting strategy, the video attractiveness and engagements, and the analysis of their relationships.
Video Collection
To construct a representative dataset which contains video segments with diverse attractiveness degrees, video contents should cover different categories and present a broad range of diversities. We manually select a set of popular TV serials from the website. For different episodes and fragments within each episode, as the story develops, it is obvious that the attractiveness degree goes upward and downward. As shown in Fig. 1 , the video contents, including the visual and audio components, significantly affect the video attractiveness presenting diverse view counts. For our FVAD dataset, we collected 1, 019 episodes with a total duration of 780.6 hours long. The number of episodes with respect to each TV series is illustrated by the blue bars in Fig. 2 . The average duration of all the episodes in FVAD is 45 minutes. Moreover, all the episodes were downloaded in high quality with the resolution of 640 × 480.
Video Attractiveness
In this paper, we focus on the fine-grained video attractiveness. Therefore, we need to collect the attractiveness indicators of the fine-grained video fragments. As aforementioned, the attractiveness degree for each video fragment is quantified by the total number of views. As shown in [31] , visual media tends to receive views over some period of time. To normalize this effect, we divide the number of views by the duration from the upload date of the given episode to the collection date, which is 30th November, 2017. The orange bar in Fig. 2 illustrates the total video attractiveness of the TV series by summing all the view counts from all the episodes in each season. In order to make a better visualization, the attractiveness value is displayed in the Log 10 domain. It can be observed that the video attractiveness varies significantly among different TV series. Even for the same TV series, different seasons present different attractiveness.
Video Engagements
In addition to video views, we also collected 9 user engagementrelated indicators regarding each video fragment, namely Exit user behaviors during the watching process, while the last two engagements, namely the Bullet Screens and Bullet Screen likes, involve deep interactions between viewers and videos. Bullet Screens, also named as time-synchronized comments and first introduced in [37] , allow users to express opinions directly on the frames of interest in a real-time manner. Intuitively, the user behaviors of commenting on a frame can be regarded as implicit feedback reflecting the frame-level preference, while the image features of the reviewed frame and the textual features in the posted comments can further help model the fine-grained preference from different perspectives. Fig. 4 shows a simple example of bullet screen. As can be seen, different users may express real-time opinions directly upon their interested frames. The number after each bullet screen in Fig. 4 indicates the total number of likes received by the corresponding bullet screen from the audience. The comment words from Bullet Screens can more accurately express the viewers' preferences and opinions. However, for this paper, we only collect the numbers of the Bullet Screens as well as their associated number of likes. 
Relationships between Video
Attractiveness and Engagements
To evaluate the above correlations quantitatively, three kinds of coefficients, including Pearson correlation coefficient (PCC), cosine similarity (CS), and Spearman rank-order correlation coefficient (SRCC), are used to measure the strength and direction of the association between each engagement indicator and attractiveness. The correlations are provided in positive and negative correlations, respectively. However, the indicator Bullet Screens shows negative correlations with video views. One possible reason is that the actual commented frame should be the one corresponding to the time when the user began to type the bullet screen, rather than the frame when the bullet screen was posted out. Therefore, the main reason is that the data about bullet screens is not well aligned. Another possible reason is that most bullet screens are complaints about the stories, therefore being not able to represent the attractiveness of the video. It is noted that both Bullet Screen Likes and Fast-Rewind Skips show less correlations with video views. One possible reason is that the value of each indicator is relatively small, which thereby cannot reflect statistical regularities.
VIDEO ATTRACTIVENESS PREDICTION USING DEEP LEARNING ON LARGE DATASETS
Video attractiveness prediction is a very challenging task, which may involve many external factors. For example, social influence is an important external factor, which makes a great impact on the number of views. In the Western world, the drama series such as The Big Bang Theory have a huge number of fans, which are of high attractiveness. However, for Chinese viewers, The Big Bang Theory are less attractiveness than some reality shows, such as I Am a Singer. In the constructed FVAD, since user profile data is not available, we cannot track users' culture backgrounds or consider other social-related factors. Another important external factor is the director and starring list of the corresponding TV series. Specifically, a strong cast always boosts the base attractiveness of the whole series. For example, some dramas such as Empresses in the Palace with many famous stars attract billions of views. Besides different external factors, video contents play the most important role in the task of video attractiveness prediction. In this paper, we aim at discovering the relationships between video contents and video attractiveness. Even further, we would like to make the prediction on the video attractiveness based solely on the video contents. Therefore, we need to first eliminate the effects of external factors. We use one simple method, namely the standardization, on the attractiveness as well as the other 9 engagement indicators. With such normalization, we can obtain the video relative attractiveness, which is regarded to be determined by the video contents only, specifically the visual and audio components. In the following, we will employ the normalized video attractiveness to perform the video attractiveness prediction.
Video Representation
To comprehensively understand video contents, we extract both visual and audio representations.
Visual representation. Recently developed convolutional neural networks (CNNs), such as VGG [29] , Inception-X [10, [32] [33] [34] and ResNet [8] , are usually utilized to generate global representations of images. Relying on these CNNs, we decode each video with FFmpeg, select 1 frame per second, feed each visual frame into a CNN model, and fetch the hidden states before the classification layer as the visual feature. Specifically, to exploit the capacity of different kinds of CNN models, we experiment a variety of CNNs, namely VGG-16, VGG-19, ResNet-152, Inception-X, and the recently developed model NasNet [39] .
Audio representation. For the acoustic modality, mel-frequency cepstral coefficient (MFCC) [5] is widely used in many audio-related tasks [7, 36] . In this paper, MFCC feature is also used for audio representation. Specifically, for a given audio file, the length of the sampling window is set to 25 milliseconds and meanwhile the step between successive windows is set to 10 milliseconds. In this way, there will be 100 MFCC features per second. To reduce the feature dimension, we take the average of the MFCC feature every second. Since there are two channels in the audio file, we first extract the MFCC features for each channel and then concatenate them together. As a result, the dimension of the MFCC feature for a given audio signal is T × 26, where T is the length of a audio signal. In addition to MFCC feature, we also use NSynth [6] to encode the audio signals. NSynth is a recently developed WaveNet-style [25] auto-encoder model. Concretely, we take audio fragment every 5 seconds as input into NSynth and get the output of the encoder as the audio representation.
Proposed Multimodal Deep Learning Models
Our proposed multimodal deep learning model for video attractiveness prediction consists of three layers, namely the context gating layer, the multimodal fusion layer, and the sequential prediction layer.
Context gating layer. In order to further enrich the representative properties of the visual and audio features, context gating is used, which is shown to be beneficial to video representation learning [24] . Context gating is formulated as:
where X is the input feature vector, which can either be visual or audio representation. σ is the element-wise sigmoid activation function. ⊙ denotes the element-wise multiplication.X is the gated representation. It can be observed that context gating acts like a sentinel, which can adaptively decide which part of the input feature is useful. Moreover, with multiplication, the original representation X and the transformed representation σ (W x + b) are nonlinearly fused together, thus enhancing and enriching their representative abilities. Multimodal fusion layer. Video contents consist of both visual and audio information, which are complementary to each other for the video representation learning [1] . Therefore, in this paper, we propose several multimodal fusion models to exploit the relationships between the gated visual and audio features to yield the final video representation. As illustrated in Fig. 5 , three different multimodal fusion layers performed at different levels are proposed to yield the video representation for the final attractiveness prediction.
Low-level fusion. Fig. 5 (a) illustrates the low-level fusion layer. Specifically, we directly concatenate the visual and audio features after the aforementioned context gating layer and project them into a common space with a single embedding layer. As such, the low-level fusion strategy allows the visual and audio features to be fused at low levels. However, the contributions of visual and audio modalities are not equal. Normally, visual components will present more semantic information than audio. Simply concatenating them together may make the audio information be concealed by the visual part.
Middle-level fusion. To tackle the information concealment problem, we propose a middle-level fusion layer to learn the comprehensive representations from the two modalities. The architecture is shown in Fig. 5 (b) . Specifically, we transform the gated visual and audio features with non-linear operations into three independent embeddings: the visual embedding, the audio embedding, and the joint embedding. The joint embedding captures the common semantic meanings between visual and audio modalities, while the visual and audio embeddings capture the corresponding independent semantic meanings.
High-level fusion. Furthermore, to fully exploit the temporal relations among the representations at every time step, we propose a more effective fusion method which is termed as the high-level fusion layer. As illustrated in Fig. 5 (c) , we take two individual long short-term memory (LSTM) networks to encode the features of visual and audio data into the higher-order representations, which are further fused together as the video representation for the attractiveness prediction. With two different yet dependent LSTMs employed to learn the complicated behaviors within each individual modality, the semantic meanings carried by visual and audio components are extensively discovered, which is expected to benefit the final video attractiveness prediction.
Sequential prediction layer. After we obtain the multimodal embedding with both visual and audio components considered, we use a sequential prediction network to estimate the video attractiveness. More specifically, we take the output of the multimodal fusion layer x t at t-th time step as input of another LSTM for prediction. We formulate the prediction process as follows:
The LSTM transition process is formulated as follows:
where i t , f t , o t , c t , h t , and σ are input gate, forget gate, output gate, memory cell, hidden state, and sigmoid function, respectively. T is a linear transformation matrix. ⊙ represents an element-wise product operator. The hidden state h t is used to predict a value y ′ as video attractiveness at fine-grained levels through a linear transformation layer W o .
Training
Mean squared error (MSE) is a widely used as the objective function in sequence prediction tasks, which can be formulated as follows:
y ′ i is the attractiveness value predicted by our model. y i is the ground truth attractiveness (view counts). T is the fragment length of the video clip. Then we can use gradient descent methods to train the whole model in an end-to-end fashion.
EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we first introduce the experiment settings, including the data processing, evaluation metrics, baselines, as well as our implementation details. Afterward, we will illustrate and discuss the experimental results.
Experimental Settings
Data processing. To keep the diversity of training samples, for episodes in each category 2 , we use 70% for training, 20% for testing and 10% for validation. Recall that the average duration of videos in FVAD is 45 minutes, which is difficult for LSTM to model such long video sequence due to the capacity limitations of LSTM. Therefore, we divide each video in the training set into a series of non-overlapping video clips with the length of 5 minutes. However, during the testing phase of our model, we take the video as a whole into the prediction model without any partitioning. Evaluation metrics. To evaluate the performance of fine-grained video attractiveness prediction, we adopted mean absolute error (MAE), root mean square error (RMSE) and root mean squared logarithmic error (RMSLE). Besides, as in [16] , we adopt Spearman rank-order correlation coefficient (SRCC) to evaluate the correlation between the video attractiveness predicted by our model and the true values. According to the definitions, larger SRCC value and smaller MAE, RMSE, and RMSLE values indicate more accurate predictions, demonstrating a better performance.
Baselines. The framework of our baseline models is similar to the model illustrated in Fig. 5 (a) . The only difference is that the baseline model only takes one kind of feature as input. More specifically, given any types of representation X , we first transform X into an embedding vector with dimension size of 512. Then the embedding vector is input into the sequence prediction layer to estimate the video attractiveness. In our experiments, LSTM-EGG represents the model which predicts the attractiveness with 9 engagement indicators. LSTM-AUD- * and LSTM-VIS- * are the baseline 2 A season of TV series can be seen as a category in this scenario. models which only take the audio and the visual representations as input, respectively. Implementation details. In this paper, the hidden unit size of LSTM are all set to 512. We train the model with the adam optimizer by a fixed learning rate 5 × 10 −4 . The batch size is set as 16. And the training procedure is terminated with early stopping strategy when value of (3 × SRCC − MAE − RMSE − RMSLE) reaches the maximum value on the validation set.
Results and Discussions
The experimental results are illustrated in Table 2 . Different video and audio representations, as well as their variant combinations, are used to perform the visual attractiveness prediction.
Recall that in Section 3 we verified that there indeed exists correlations between video attractiveness and other user engagement indicators. To investigate the combined effect of all engagement indicators, we show the performance of LSTM-EGG. We observed that LSTM-EGG obtains the best result which indicates that users' engagement behaviors as a whole shows a strong correlation with video attractiveness (view counts). This also validates that the features developed from engagement domain are much discriminative, even though they are of low-dimension. However, such features are not available for practical applications. That is also the main reason why we resort to the content features, specifically the visual and audio contents, for video attractiveness prediction.
Through the comparison among LSTM-AUD- * , LSTM-VIS- * and different fusion methods, it is observed that visual features are more useful than audio features for video attractiveness prediction. Moreover, by incorporating more modalities, better performances can be obtained. This implies the complementary relationships rather than mutual conflicting relationships between the visual and audio modalities. To further examine the discriminative properties of the audio and visual features, we conduct experiments over different kinds of features using the proposed model. The general trend is that the more powerful the visual or audio features, the better performance it obtained. Specifically, the visual features in the form of NasNet and Inception-X are more powerful than those of VGG.
It is obvious that high-level fusion performs much better than low-level fusion methods. Regarding the low-level fusion, features extracted from various sources may not fall into the same common space. Simply concatenating all features actually brings in a certain amount of noise and ambiguity. Besides, low-level fusion may lead to the curse of dimensionality since the final feature vector would be of very high dimension. High-level fusion methods introduce two separate LSTMs to well capture the semantic meanings of the visual and audio content, respectively, which thus make a more comprehensive understanding of video contents. Additionally, the ensemble results among all levels of fusion achieve the best performance, which demonstrating that ensembling different level fusion models can comprehensively exploit the video content for attractiveness prediction.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we built to date the largest benchmark dataset, dubbed FVAD, for tackling the emerging fine-grained video attractiveness prediction problem. The dataset was collected from a real-world video website. Based on FVAD, we first investigated the correlations between video attractiveness and nine user engagement behaviors. In addition, we extracted a rich set of attractiveness oriented features to characterize the videos from both visual and audio perspectives. Moreover, three multimodal deep learning models were proposed to predict the fine-grained fragment-level attractiveness relying solely on the video contents. Different levels of multimodal fusion strategies were explored to model the interactions between visual and audio modalities. Experimental results demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed models and the necessity of incorporating both the visual and audio modalities.
